
Pinho
Carafe & Glass

Product Fact Sheet



Product type: Carafe, vase

Environment: Indoor 

Material: Mouth-Blown Clear glass - every piece is 
unique and can have small bobbles and different 
structure in the glass.

Country of origin: Portugal

Net weight: Carafe:0,45 kg Glas: 0,25 kg

Designed by/year of design: Linnea Ek Blæhr, 
2023

Pre-assembled:  Yes

Contract use: Yes

Note: Can be used for cold and hot drinks. 
Dishwaher safe

Warranty: Form & Refine provides a five-year 
product warranty

Additional resources: Link to image bank, 2D/3D 
files  

Pinho
Carafe & Glass

No. (3705) Pinho Carafe incl. 1 Glass / No. (3710) Pinho Glass, 2 pcs. 

Dimensions: 
Carafe: Ø: 14,5 cm / 5.7”, H: 22,5 cm / 8.9” (1,1 L)
Glass: Ø: 8,5 cm / 3.3”, H: 6,5 cm / 2.6” (20 cl)

Product description: 
This carafe set honours the traditional craft of glass blowing with its charact 
ristic delicate, uneven surface and tiny bubbles. Drawing inspiration from 
archetypal shapes, the carafe can be used both as an everyday jug and as a 
decorative object, when it is not in use. The glass is carefully designed to fit on 
top of the carafe as a lid. The shape of the glass is rounded to fit perfectly in-
side the palm of the hand and is a good size for tea, coffee, water or cocktails. 
With its thick walls, the glass is safe to use for hot drinks. The name ‘Pinho’ 
refers to the large pine forests in the landscape where the Portuguese glass 
industry was founded during the 18th century.

Designer’s thoughts: 
‘The series is based on the idea of using a simple and archetypal silhouette 
that clearly conveys the object category – as in the game “Pictionary”, where 
the most basic and recognizable sketch wins. The outlines of the carafe and 
the glass are an attempt at achieving direct visual clarification of their functi-
ons. This simplicity lets craft details stand out. I really like it when the process 
of hand-crafting is reflected in the form, so that it becomes evident that the 
object was created by human hands.’ – Linnea Ek Blæhr

Finish:

Mouth-
Blown 
Clear glass

Made-to-order: 
Non-standard configurations (special colors etc.) are available upon request at 
a minimum order quantity
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https://formandrefine.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/Pinho-Glass-%26-Carafe
https://formandrefine.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/Pinho-Glass-%26-Carafe

